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Tapas
&
Beyond
Barcelona’s tapas is legendary.
But there’s more to the Spanish city’s gourmet scene than little plates.

Quimet i Quimet

Text by Sarah Lewis

Barcelona is blessed with striking architecture and fabulous food

B

arcelona was made for wandering.
From the well-trod tourist tracks of
La Rambla to the dusty paths of
Gaudi’s hilltop spectacle, Park Güell, the
Catalan capital reveals itself as a series
of vibrant streetscapes and age-old
neighbourhoods. It’s best explored by foot –
besides, you’ll need a serious appetite.
Set in a seductively sinuous building in La
Ribera, Mercat de Santa Caterina is the perfect
place to ease into the Barcelona food scene.
Shop for ruby-red jamon, pungent queso and
wild strawberries in the market, then breakfast
at one of its alfresco tables. Perhaps it’s the
sun-kissed setting, but nowhere else in the
world does a simple dish of bread, olive oil and
tomatoes taste so good. Here, the pan con
tomate, served with a wedge of tortilla, tastes
like all your summers have come at once.
And if that doesn’t appeal, start your day
the traditional Catalan way with a milky
coffee and a flaky pastry, or a bocadillo
(crusty baguette filled with cured meat
or cheese) at a sidewalk table.

Bubó Pastisseria and Bar
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Tapas at Bubó are just part of a dynamic culinary scene in Barcelona

From Santa Caterina, weave towards the
Gothic-glam Barcelona Cathedral in Barri Gòtic.
Even if you’re not architecturally inclined, the
groups of dancing locals and antique stalls will
enthrall. Just to the side, Bilbao-Berria Basque
Pinxos makes the perfect mid-morning pit
stop for Basque-style pinxos (savoury snacks
on bread) at the bar. Choose anchovies with
grilled peppers, or goat’s cheese topped with
honey and olives. The waiter will tally up your
toothpicks at the end.
Stroll through Barri Gòtic and the
pedestrian strip of La Rambla to Mercat

de la Boqueria, a must on any gourmet’s
hit list. It’s crowded – and rife with
pickpockets – but the rainbow-hued
juices, fresh seafood and hanging
legs of Iberian ham is well worth the
hustle. A charming tapas bar lies at its
heart for a plate of gambas (prawns) or
albódignas (meatballs) and a glass of
cava, the region’s crisp sparkling wine.

Franco’s reinterpretations of classic Catalan fare.

From here, amble southeast to satisfy your
sweet tooth with handmade candy at
Papabubble on Carrer Ample. Or wend through
the cobblestone streets to El Born, a hip
enclave that’s home to Bubó, a patisserie and
tapas bar set on a peaceful piazza. Dessert is
elevated to an art form, with lavish cakes and
glossy tarts arranged like jewels under glass
counters. After indulging in a delicate sablée
fruites (fruit tart) or wicked sacher de taronja,
a multilayered chocolate-orange affair, stave
off the sugar rush with creative tapas and
Cointreau-laced sangria in the courtyard bar.

The multi-course menus at Barcelona’s
slickest establishments are sure to impress,
but in this town of tapas, a moveable feast
is a must. Kick off at Quimet i Quimet,
a bustling, old-school bar known for its
tantalising canned seafood and heart-stopping
rich cheeses. In El Born, join the queue for
a coveted barstool at Cal Pep. There’s no
need for a menu: simply point out any dishes
you’d like to try (you’ll have had time to
gauge your favourites while you wait). Tapas
might include garlic clams, grilled pimientos
de Padron (also known as Russian roulette
peppers, as one in 10 is seriously fiery), and a
gently oozing tortilla studded with chorizo.

Work off the calories by devoting the
afternoon to Gaudi-spotting in L’Eixample,
past the famously unfinished Sagrada Familia
(it’s been under construction since 1882),
curvaceous apartment complexes and
climbing north to his open-air masterpiece,
Park Güell. Forage for picnic supplies en
route, or simply soak up the atmosphere of
this sprawling, sculpture-dotted landscape.
By now, a pre-dinner nap may be in order,
but you’re not safe from foodie distractions
in the city’s hotels. At Ohla Hotel, a sleek
downtown retreat, the Ohla Gastrobar turns
out modern tapas plates (the wild mushroom
croquettes are a must), while chic Saüc
Restaurant is highly regarded for Xavier

At ABaC Restaurant & Hotel in Zona Alta in the
city’s north, chef Jordi Cruz has won two Michelin
stars and flies the fusion flag with inspired
creations such as tuna belly with ponzu (a citrusy
soy dressing) and prawns with basil ice cream
vying for your attention. There’s an underground
bar and a sumptuous day spa for some R&R.

Undoubtedly the hottest, er, ticket in town is
Tickets, a showcase for the game-changing
skills of chef-brothers Ferran and Albert Adrià,
the former of el Bulli fame. Leave the ordering
to those who know best; the wait staff will
conjure up a collection of more than 20
seafood-led dishes. There’s a playfulness
and simplicity that belies the expertise in
the kitchen, with splashes of el Bulli magic
evident in tiny spheres of olive oil that grace
a plate of razor clams, or jamon-flavoured
jelly draped across a crouton. Whimsical
desserts, including a fairytale forest-scape of
meringue mushrooms, berries and spongecake moss, are fittingly wow-worthy.
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ABaC Restaurant
ABaC Restaurant
1 Av. Tibidabo
Tel: +34 933 196 600
Helmed by Jordi Cruz and toting two Michelin
stars, ABaC is housed in a stylish boutique
hotel in the northern suburb of Zona Alta.
Inventive fusion fare might include pigeon with
foie gras and pineapple sauce, or pasta with
sea cucumber, squid ink and Comté cheese.
Degustation menus will appeal to the indulgent
and the indecisive.

Bubó Pastisseria
and Bar

Cal Pep

Bubó Pastisseria and Bar
Carrer de les Caputxes
Tel: +34 932 687 224

Cal Pep
8 Plaça de les Olles
Tel: +34 933 107 961

In Carles Mampel’s jewellery box of a
patisserie, glass-topped drawers house
glistening cakes, pastel-pretty macarons
and rainbow-hued guimauve (marshmallows).
Outside in the piazza, petite Bubó Bar serves
unusual tapas such as anchovies dusted
with black olive powder and coconut-crusted
brie croquettes.

Most people come to this Catalan icon
as much for the atmosphere as the
authentic tapas. It can take an hour or
more to score a spot at the bar, but
once you’re seated, simply point at
your neighbours’ dishes or indicate
how hungry you are – the guys behind
the bar will take care of the rest.

El Celler de can Roca Tickets

Ohla Gastrobar

El Celler de can Roca
48 Can Sunyer
Girona
Tel: +34 972 222 157

Tickets
164 Av. Parallel
Tel: +34 932 924 253

Ohla Gastrobar
Ohla Hotel
47 Via Laietana
Tel: +34 933 415 050

Number two on the S. Pellegrino 50 Best
Restaurants list, this temple to cutting-edge
Catalan cuisine is an hour’s drive from Barcelona.
Branded “freestyle cooking”, food by brothers
Jordi and Joan Roca is fanciful and full of surprises,
with boundary-pushing tasting menus the way to
go. Wine is serious business, too, with a worldleading cellar compiled by a third Roca, Josep.

If you never got to dine at El Bulli, you can
enjoy chef Ferran Adrià’s exemplary experimental
fare at Tickets. Adrià has teamed up with his
brother, Albert, to present a more accessible
city restaurant. Place your faith in the kitchen
and be rewarded with a procession of 20 tastes,
including tricky El Bulli-esque techniques such
as liquified olives that explode in the mouth.

Traditional tapas are given a modern makeover
at sleek Ohla Gastrobar, where patatas
bravas, croquettes and tuna empanadas
go down smoothly with a glass of cava.
In the same hotel, Michelin-starred Saüc
Restaurant has gained a reputation for its
cool take on Catalan cuisine, where roast
meats and seafood are the stars.
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CRAVE RECOMMENDS

Praktyczny Przewodnik

Stockfood

Phil Wilson

Text by Stephanie Cheung, illustrations by Heidi Ngai

Fiesta!

Craving molecular?

Wine country

Life in Barcelona is one long party, with an
apparently never-ending roll call of patron
saints celebrated with fiestas that seem to
go on all summer. The biggest festival of the
year is for St Joan, kicking off summer with
dazzling fireworks and bonfires. Snag a good
spot on the beach, pop open a few bottles
of cava, and party like a local.

El Bulli, one of the world’s finest restaurants
until it closed last year in Roses, put Catalonia
on the molecular gastronomy map. Following
in the footsteps of its visionary chef, Ferran
Adrià, is a new wave of extraordinary Catalan
cooks including Jordi Vilà, whose Barcelona
restaurant Alkimia (Alchemy) offers a modern
take on traditional Catalan cuisine.

Every wine list in Barcelona, almost without
exception, features cava. That’s because
Penedès, the wine region famous for its
production of the Spanish sparkling wine,
is just south of the city. Take a day trip to
Alt Penedès to visit vineyards and cellars,
where you can taste and observe the
process of producing top-quality fizz.

Knowledge Bites

Tidbits we thought you should know
1

Barcelona was a canvas for 19th-century
modernist architect Antoni Gaudí,
whose whimsical buildings are spread
throughout the city. Construction started
on his masterpiece, La Sagrada Familia
basilica, in 1882 and continues today.

2

About 130 hectares of the city are
dedicated exclusively to pedestrians.
Take advantage: traffic accidents
occur every 19 seconds in Barcelona,
making it one of the most dangerous
cities in Europe in which to drive.

every
19 sec

3

Churros, Spain’s popular deep-fried
and sugared pastries, are named for
a breed of sheep because of their
resemblance to horns. They are a
popular breakfast, dunked in thick
hot chocolate or café con leche.

